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QUARANTINE-FREE TRAVEL 
 
Quarantine-free travel (QFT) between Australia and New Zealand will commence from Sunday 18 April 2021 

at 11:59pm NZT and will allow us to reunite with friends and family.  But there are some differences from 

pre-COVID-19 travel that you need to be aware of. 

 

ELIGIBILITY TO TRAVEL 
 
To be eligible to travel from Australia to New Zealand on a quarantine-free flight you must first meet the 

following eligibility criteria: 

 you need to have been in Australia or New Zealand for 14 days prior to travel; 

 during the 14 days before travel, you must not have had a positive COVID-19 test; and 

 you must not be awaiting the results of a COVID-19 test that was undergone during the 14-day 

period; 

 you must complete a pre-departure health declaration at the airport before you depart for New 

Zealand. 

 all travellers must meet immigration requirements as per their travel itineraries. 

 
To travel from New Zealand to Australia on a quarantine-free flight, you must meet the criteria set by the 
Australian Government.  
 

 It is your responsibility to check the eligibility criteria for entering Australia.  
o Requirements for travelling to Australia from NZ — Australian Government 

 You will also need to check that the state or territory you want to land in, or travel onwards to, is 
accepting quarantine-free flights from New Zealand.  For more information visit:  

 
Remember, the requirements for entering Australia could change at short notice. 

 

TRAVELLING FROM AUSTRALIA TO NEW ZEALAND 

Before you travel to New Zealand, you will need to complete a pre-departure health declaration at the airport 

and an online travel declaration.   

While you’re in Aotearoa New Zealand there are a few things you need to do to keep yourself and others 

safe from COVID-19: 

 On arrival, download the NZ COVID Tracer app onto your phone from the App Store or Google Play.  

For more information and links to download the app, visit:  NZ COVID Tracer app 

 The NZ COVID Tracer app helps you keep track of where you’ve been by scanning the QR codes at 

businesses, services and events all across New Zealand.  Using the app will help contact tracing go 

faster should a case of COVID-19 be detected, and help stop the virus from spreading. 

 

 

 

https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-free-travel-with-australia/travel-from-australia-to-new-zealand-quarantine-free-travel/at-the-airport-and-travelling-australia-to-nz/#what-to-expect-at-the-airport-when-you-depart
https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/new-zealand-safe-travel-zone
https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-free-travel-with-australia/travel-from-australia-to-new-zealand-quarantine-free-travel/at-the-airport-and-travelling-australia-to-nz/#what-to-expect-at-the-airport-when-you-depart
https://naumaira.covid19.govt.nz/#/
https://covid19.govt.nz/health-and-wellbeing/protect-yourself-and-others/keep-track-of-where-youve-been/nz-covid-tracer-app/
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 As well as scanning QR codes, go into the NZ COVID Tracer app settings to turn on Bluetooth 

tracing. This keeps anonymous logs of phones you have been near and will alert you if you have 

been close to a positive COVID-19 case. 

 If you don’t have a smartphone, use the NZ COVID Tracer booklet, a paper record or photo diary 

of all the places you go. The booklet will be available as you enter the airport. 

 If you feel unwell at any time, isolate in your accommodation and call Healthline for advice. The 

Healthline number is 0800 611 116. 

The UAC website has all of the New Zealand COVID-19 information. Please check it and our social 

media channels, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter regularly for any updates or changes to 

quarantine-free travel. 

 Unless exempt, please wear a face covering on international and domestic flights, at your 

international arrival airport and on all public transport throughout New Zealand. 

 Practise good hygiene. 

 

TRAVELLING FROM NEW ZEALAND TO AUSTRALIA 

Quarantine-Free Travel (QFT), also known as the New Zealand safe travel zone in Australia, allows for 

travellers who have been in New Zealand for 14 days to travel by air to all states in Australia.   

All travellers should check the arrangements in both their place of arrival and place of final 

destination as managed isolation requirements may apply. 

Before you travel to Australia, you need to complete the Australia Travel Declaration at least 72 hours 

before your departure for Australia. 

Upon arrival in Australia there are a few things you will need to do to keep yourself and others safe 

from COVID-19: 

 Register at SafeTravel to get the latest travel advice for Australia. 

 Download the contact tracing app for the state or territory you’re travelling to. 

 Check the COVID-19 website for the state or territory you are visiting, ensuring you adhere to the 

requirements for your destination.  

 To keep up to date on any changes in COVID-19 cases by checking the state and territory websites 

regularly. 

 For more information and advice for travelling in and out of Australia, please visit: 

o https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/new-zealand-safe-travel-zone 

o https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-

alert/coronavirus-covid-19-restrictions/coronavirus-covid-19-advice-for-international-

travellers 

 

 

WHAT TO EXPECT ON YOUR JOURNEY 

https://covid19.govt.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/UniteAgainstCOVID19/posts/313132043659567
https://www.instagram.com/uniteagainstcovid19/
https://twitter.com/covid19nz/status/1374851188324139012
https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/australia-travel-declaration
https://safetravel.govt.nz/register-your-travel
https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-free-travel-with-australia/travel-from-new-zealand-to-australia-quarantine-free-travel/after-you-arrive-nz-to-australia/#what-to-do-when-you%E2%80%99re-in-australia
https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-free-travel-with-australia/travel-from-new-zealand-to-australia-quarantine-free-travel/after-you-arrive-nz-to-australia/#covid-19-websites
https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/new-zealand-safe-travel-zone
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert/coronavirus-covid-19-restrictions/coronavirus-covid-19-advice-for-international-travellers
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert/coronavirus-covid-19-restrictions/coronavirus-covid-19-advice-for-international-travellers
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert/coronavirus-covid-19-restrictions/coronavirus-covid-19-advice-for-international-travellers
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 Travellers who decide to fly to New Zealand or Australia will need to make a booking on a 

quarantine-free green zone flight. 

 Green zone flights are flights with passengers who have not travelled outside of Australia or New 

Zealand in the last 14 days. 

 Travellers will need to complete a pre-departure health declaration and won’t be able to travel 

if they have cold or flu symptoms. 

 Passengers will be required to wear a face covering or mask on their flights and will also be asked 

to download and use the NZ COVID Tracer app for use in New Zealand or the COVID Tracer app 

for the state of Australia where they plan to travel. 

 On arrival, passengers will be taken through a green zone at the airport which is an area separate 

from other arriving passengers from other parts of the world who will be required to go into 

quarantine. 

 Airport personnel will be undertaking random temperature checks of those arriving as an added 

precaution. 

KNOW WHAT TO DO IN THE EVENT OF A COVID-19 RESURGENCE 

 Travellers are advised that a resurgence of COVID-19 could change the conditions you are 

travelling under.  This could mean your return travel is delayed and you may be asked to: 

o Monitor symptoms on return 
o Get a pre-departure test 

o Self-isolate on arrival 

o In some situations, go into managed isolation 

 By undertaking travel at this time, you are accepting that it will be your responsibility to manage 

any COVID-19-related travel disruption and associated costs. Please check the terms and 

conditions of your tickets and travel insurance. 

 You will also notice some extra precautions at the New Zealand border. Please cooperate with 

staff requests. 

KEY RESOURCES 
 Unite Against COVID-19 website:   

o https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-
free-travel-with-australia 

 Digital collateral including the travel A6 pamphlet, posters, social media tiles, digital banners 
as well support documents like QFT FAQs and the QFT management guide: 
o https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/14-fOjJBU7rNIOTOvtDhFa_P9rfWT5Xmj 

 The Business Toolkit which has a range of digital resources including posters for businesses 
and organisations, social media tiles and posters in other languages supporting QR code 
scanning, the use of face coverings and practising good hygiene. 

 The Bluestar online platform provides a wide range of printed collateral which can be 
ordered for direct delivery, including the Unite Against COVID-19 travel A6 pamphlet which 
airlines will provide to passengers upon arrival in New Zealand. 

 
Public FAQs 

https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-free-travel-with-australia
https://covid19.govt.nz/travel-and-the-border/quarantine-free-travel/quarantine-free-travel-with-australia
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/14-fOjJBU7rNIOTOvtDhFa_P9rfWT5Xmj
https://covid19.govt.nz/business-work-and-money/business-toolkit/
https://portal.bluestar.co.nz/WebForm/DPMC_PUB?form=Unite%20Against&s=%3Center%20search%20here%3E
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The content of these FAQs will inform talking points, web content and other communication material for the 
Quarantine-Free Travel (QFT).  

QUESTION RESPONSE 

Commencement and eligibility 

1. What does Quarantine 
Free Travel (QFT) mean 
in practice? 

QFT allows people to travel to and enter countries participating in a QFT 
arrangement without being required to undergo a period of managed isolation or 
quarantine on arrival. All other normal entry requirements, e.g. immigration and 
biosecurity continue to apply. 

2. What is a ‘green flight’, 
and what is a ‘red flight’? 

 

A ‘Green Flight’ is a flight travelling directly between QFT countries with 
passengers who have met the required eligibility criteria.  

A Trans-Tasman ‘Green Flight’ will only carry passengers that have been in 
Australia or New Zealand and nowhere else in the previous 14 days. A ‘Green 
Flight’ will be flown by crew that have not flown on any high-risk routes for a set 
period of time. 

On arrival, passengers will be taken through the ‘green zones’ of the 
international airport – meaning there will be no contact with passengers arriving 
from other parts of the world and going into managed isolation. 

A ‘Red Flight’ carries passengers from countries outside of a QFT arrangement or 
from within a QFTZ with passengers that do not meet the required eligibility 
criteria. ‘Red Flight’ passengers continue to be required to enter managed 
isolation or quarantine on arrival in New Zealand. 

Red and Green flights will be distinguishable at booking. 

3. Is QFT safe, for travellers 
and residents? 

 Doesn’t it open us up to 
unnecessary risk? 

QFT will only be available when the Government’s health pre-conditions have 
been met and travel is deemed to be low risk. However, any cases of COVID-19 in 
a participating country could lead to a pause, potentially followed by a 
suspension, of QFT. Travellers should prepare for travel plans to be disrupted. 

4. When will QFT to NZ 
begin? 

The commencement date will be Sunday 18 April 2021 at 11.59pm. 

5. Who is eligible for QFT to 
NZ? 

To be eligible to travel to New Zealand on a quarantine-free flight you must first 
meet the following eligibility criteria: 

 you must have been in New Zealand or Australia for 14-days before travel; 

 during the 14 days before travel, you must not have had a positive COVID-19 

test; and 

 you must not be awaiting the results of a COVID-19 test that was undergone 

during the 14-day period; 

 you must complete a pre-departure health declaration and will not be able to 

board your flight if presenting with cold or flu symptoms. 

 Normal immigration rules apply. 
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6. If I undertake QFT Travel 
to Australia, do I have to 
spend 14 days in 
Australia? 

 

No.  

To travel to and from New Zealand quarantine-free you need to have spent 14 

days in either Australia or New Zealand prior to travel. You are able to visit each 

country for any length of time and are not required to stay for 14 days. 

7. Does time spent in Niue 
or the Cook Islands count 
towards the 14 days 
required in New Zealand 
before travelling to 
Australia and vice versa? 

No. 

The 14 days must be spent in New Zealand or Australia. 

8. What are the 
Immigration 
requirements? 

Individuals travelling from a QFT Zone must meet New Zealand immigration 
requirements: 

 If you’re an Australian citizen, you do not need to hold a valid NZeTA or visa to 

travel. 

 If you’re from a visa waiver country or you’re an Australian Permanent resident, 

you must hold a valid NZeTA to travel. 

 If none of the above applies to you, then you must hold a valid visa before 

travelling.  

Individuals who require a visa to travel to New Zealand can apply for one, 
provided they are in and intend to travel from a QFT area when they apply. For 
example, if you intend to travel directly to New Zealand from the Cook Islands, 
you must be in the Cook Islands to apply for a visa under normal immigration 
requirements. 

Australian citizens can travel to New Zealand without applying for a visa or an 
NZeTA. However, travellers from Australia who are citizens of other countries 
may need to apply for a visa or complete an NZeTA. 

Citizens from other countries can also apply for a visa to enter New Zealand. 

If you plan to travel to Australia and return to New Zealand, you will need to 
make sure you meet the visa and entry requirements for Australia before you 
travel, and ensure you have a valid New Zealand visa or NZeTA to return to New 
Zealand. 

Temporary visa holders in New Zealand should be aware that they need to meet 
New Zealand immigration requirements to return to New Zealand. This means 
they need to have a ‘multiple entry’ visa that gives permission to leave New 
Zealand and return, provided all entry requirements are met. 

Any visa granted for travel from within a QFT Zone will only be valid for travel 
from within the QFT Zone. If you travel outside of New Zealand or a QFT Zone 
you will not be able to use this visa to re-enter New Zealand. For example, if you 
are granted a visa in Australia and then subsequently travel to Fiji, your visa will 
not allow you to re-enter New Zealand from Fiji. 
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9. If a person travelling 
from Australia to New 
Zealand under 
Quarantine Free Travel 
(QFT) is on some kind of 
temporary immigration 
status in Australia, could 
they be refused entry on 
their return back to 
Australia? 

Yes. It will be important that people In Australia on temporary visas do their due 

diligence when contemplating QFT travel to New Zealand. They need to ensure 

they can meet the entry criteria for Australia on their return. To find out about this 

they should visit the Australian Government’s Home Affairs website: 

www.immi.homeaffairs.gov.au 

 

10. What about a person 
who is in New Zealand on 
a temporary visa and 
wants to take a short 
holiday in Australia.  Are 
they guaranteed re-entry 
to New Zealand? 

No, re-entry is not guaranteed. Individuals must have the right to enter New 

Zealand and hold a valid visa or NZeTA as required, just like before the COVID-19 

pandemic. Visa holders in New Zealand should check that their visa conditions, 

including that they have multiple entry travel conditions, allow return to New 

Zealand if they wish to travel and come back. You should check that you have 

sufficient validity left on your visa in case of a pause or suspension in quarantine-

free travel with Australia. 

Information about checking visa status can be found at 

https://www.immigration.govt.nz/new-zealand-visas/already-have-a-visa/your-

visa-conditions/check-your-visas-conditions 

11. Are there any other 
requirements for people 
from Australia travelling 
to NZ? 

You must complete a Travel Declaration at time of booking and answer health 
questions at departure. 

12. Can MIQ, border and 
health workers travel 
under the QFT? 

Yes. 

Extensive steps are taken to keep them safe from COVID-19, including 
vaccination, and they present no greater threat to others travelling, than any 
other travellers.  

The travel experience 

13. What requirements does 
the Australian 
Government have for 
New Zealanders 
travelling there? 

For information visit: 

https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/new-zealand-safe-travel-zone 

 

 

14. What specific health 
information is available 
about COVID-19 in 
Australia? 

For information visit: 

https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2021/01/coronavirus-
covid-19-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone-
information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone_0.pdf 

 

http://www.immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/
https://www.immigration.govt.nz/new-zealand-visas/already-have-a-visa/your-visa-conditions/check-your-visas-conditions
https://www.immigration.govt.nz/new-zealand-visas/already-have-a-visa/your-visa-conditions/check-your-visas-conditions
https://naumaira.covid19.govt.nz/#/
https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/new-zealand-safe-travel-zone
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2021/01/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone_0.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2021/01/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone_0.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2021/01/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone-information-for-travellers-arriving-in-the-green-travel-zone_0.pdf
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15. Do I need a COVID-19 
test before I travel to 
Australia? 

 

A negative COVID-19 test is not currently a requirement for travel to Australia on 
a QFT flight. 

If there is a COVID case in Australia, you may be required to be tested for people 
travelling from New Zealand on arrival. Travellers should regularly check the 
requirements of the state they will be arriving in to ensure they understand the 
latest requirements.  

16. Do travellers need a 
COVID-19 test before 
travelling to either New 
Zealand or Australia on a 
QFT flight? 

A negative COVID-19 test is not currently required for travel to New Zealand or 
Australia on a QFT flight. 

From time to time, both countries have introduced requirements for testing for 
travellers prior to arrival. 

Travellers should regularly check the travel requirements for their destination, 
ensuring they understand the latest requirements. 

17. Will I be able to get travel 
insurance that covers a 
COVID-19 travel issue? 

All New Zealanders travelling overseas should take out travel insurance. You 
should read the conditions and talk to your travel insurer if you are unsure about 
whether their policy covers COVID-19 related travel disruption. 

18. If I purchase a ticket but 
my eligibility changes (for 
example, I experience 
COVID-19 symptoms 
before I travel) and I am 
no longer eligible, will I 
be refunded the cost of 
my travel?  

You will need to check the terms of your ticket and travel insurance.  

19. What additional 
precautions from normal 
should I take before I 
depart? 

The New Zealand Government advises all travellers that an outbreak of COVID-19 
could cause a change to the conditions you are travelling under. This could mean 
your return is delayed and/or in exceptional circumstances you may be required 
to enter quarantine or isolation upon return. It will be your responsibility to 
manage any COVID-19 related travel disruption and associated costs.  

Monitor the Australian Government Department of Health website for any 

changes to the COVID-19 situation there www.health.gov.au   

Before you travel, please register your travel on www.safetravel.govt.nz so that 

you can receive up to date travel advice.  

Regularly check Covid19.govt.nz for information about any changes to the 

quarantine-free travel arrangements and the situation in New Zealand. Especially 

check this just before you return. 

20. Will I have to make a 
legal declaration that I 
am eligible to travel and 
am feeling well, before I 
will be able to board a 
flight to NZ and travel? 

You will be required to complete a Travel Declaration at time of booking. This is 
mainly about your travel plans and contact details. 

A health declaration will also be required at time of travel. Passengers will be 
required to answer a series of questions to determine whether they are at risk of 
having COVID-19. 

http://www.health.gov.au/
http://www.safetravel.govt.nz/
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
https://naumaira.covid19.govt.nz/#/
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21. Will there be health 
checks at 
departure/arrival? 

Yes.  

Passengers flying to New Zealand will be required to complete a health 
declaration at departure and health professionals will be stationed at New 
Zealand airports with QFT flights to undertake random temperature checks. 

22. What will happen to a 
traveller if they are 
unwell at their departure 
airport? 

People feeling unwell should not travel. Please remain at home and call 
Healthline for advice. The number is 0800 611 116. 

Airlines will decide on whether the person should be allowed to board.  

23. Do travellers have to 
wear a mask on the flight 
to/from Australia? 

Unless exempt, all passengers travelling to and from Australia are required to 
wear a face covering at the international airport and on the flight. Passengers 
may wear their own face covering or a mask provided by the airline. 

Face coverings must also be worn on all public transport in New Zealand. 

24. Are there any 
exemptions from 
wearing a mask on public 
transport in New 
Zealand? 

There are a small number of exemptions from wearing masks or face coverings 
on public transport. These include, but are not limited to, children under the age 
of 12 and people who have a medical condition that prevents them from wearing 
a mask or face covering safely or comfortably – for example people with asthma 
or a disability. 

For more information visit https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-
conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-health-advice-public/covid-19-
use-masks-and-face-coverings-community#exemptions 

25. What will happen to a 
traveller if they become 
unwell during the flight? 

The passenger will be isolated in-flight. A health assessment will be undertaken 
on arrival and decisions made about what happens next for that passenger and 
potentially others on the flight.  

26. What will travellers from 
Australia see/have to do 
that’s different from 
before on arrival into NZ? 

Travellers must keep their face coverings on at the international airport. 

Signage will indicate where they can proceed to Customs and baggage claim. 

Health professionals will be stationed at the airport to undertake random 
temperature checks and health assessments as required. 

Signage and information sheets will provide advice about how to stay safe from 
COVID-19 in New Zealand, and what to do if people feel unwell or there is a 
resurgence of COVID-19. 

We strongly encourage travellers from Australia to understand how New Zealand 
is responding to COVID-19, and the rules and techniques we use here to keep 
ourselves and others safe from the virus. This can be found at Covid19.govt.nz 

For all these reasons, your passage through airport border controls may be 
slower than before COVID-19. 

27. Will quarantine-free 
travellers from Australia 
be separated from 
travellers arriving from 
countries with COVID-
19? 

Yes.  

Any airport that has both quarantine-free flights (‘Green’ flights) and non-
quarantine free flights (‘Red’ flights) will ensure full passenger separation. 

 

https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-health-advice-public/covid-19-use-masks-and-face-coverings-community#exemptions
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-health-advice-public/covid-19-use-masks-and-face-coverings-community#exemptions
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-health-advice-public/covid-19-use-masks-and-face-coverings-community#exemptions
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
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28. Are the biosecurity 
arrangement the same as 
before when people 
come into NZ? 

New Zealand’s biosecurity checks at the border will continue to operate under 
any QFT arrangement. 
Biosecurity New Zealand requires arriving travellers to declare or dispose of any 
goods that could carry pests or diseases. 
  
There are strict protocols in place to stop the spread of COVID-19 during the 
biosecurity clearance process, including use of Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) by officers, social distancing and hygiene measures. 

In-country 

29. What are we expecting 
travellers from Australia 
to do while in NZ that’s 
different from before? 

Once in New Zealand, there are a few things people from Australia will need to 
do to keep yourself and others safe from COVID-19: 

 Remember to wash your hands or use hand sanitiser regularly.  

 On arrival, download the NZ COVID-19 Tracer app on your smartphone and turn 

on the Bluetooth function. There is a QR code you can scan at the airport to get 

the app.  

 All businesses and services in New Zealand display QR codes that you should scan 

using the app to record where you have been. If there are COVID-19 cases in New 

Zealand, health officials will send alerts and guidance to app users who have 

scanned at locations of interest and may have been exposed to the virus.  

 If you register your contact details when you download the app, health 

authorities will be able to contact you if you may have been exposed.  

 If you don’t have a smartphone, keep a paper record or photo diary of all the 

places you go. A booklet for this purpose will be available as you enter the 

airport. 

 Unless exempt, please wear a face covering on any international or domestic 

flights and at your international arrival airport. A mask will be provided by the 

airline if you do not have one. You must also wear a face covering on public 

transport within New Zealand.  

 If you feel unwell at any time, stay in your accommodation and call Healthline for 

advice. The Healthline number is available on the handout. 

The website Covid19.govt.nz is a one-stop shop for all New Zealand COVID-19 
information. This is where you’ll find information about any changes to 
quarantine-free travel – please check it regularly. 

30. Is anything changing for 
New Zealanders 
travelling to Australia? 

The New Zealand Government advises all travellers that any cases of COVID-19 
could cause a change to the conditions you are travelling under. This could mean 
your return is delayed and/or in exceptional circumstances you may be required 
to enter managed isolation upon return. It will be your responsibility to manage 
any COVID-19 related travel disruption and associated costs. 

Once in Australia there are a few things you can do to keep yourself and others 
safe from COVID-19: 

 Remember to wash your hands or use hand sanitiser regularly.  

 Follow all local guidelines, including contact tracing and face coverings.  

http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
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 Download the relevant state government app through Google Play or the App 

Store. 

 If you feel unwell, stay in your accommodation and call a doctor for advice. 

 Monitor the Australian Government Department of Health website for any 

changes to the COVID-19 situation there www.health.gov.au   

 Regularly check Covid19.govt.nz for information about any changes to the 

quarantine-free travel arrangements and the situation in New Zealand. Especially 

check this just before you return. 

31. What extra precautions 
should New Zealanders 
take while travelling 
under QFT in Australia? 

Please refer to Covid19.govt.nz 

Also, refer to Question 14. 

32. Is the situation different 
in different Australian 
states? 

Yes, different Australian states can have different requirements and rules for 
travellers related to COVID-19. You should check the conditions and any 
requirements in each state you intend to travel to. 

33. How do people from 
New Zealand keep 
informed of what’s 
happening and what they 
should do? 

Travellers should watch Covid19.govt.nz for New Zealand developments.  

They should ensure register on www.safetravel.govt.nz to ensure they can be 
contacted. 

 

34. What will happen to a 
traveller if they are 
unwell during their stay 
in NZ? 

If you have cold, flu or COVID-19 symptoms, stay where you are and call New 
Zealand’s Healthline on freephone 0800 611 116 for advice. 

Symptoms include: 
a new or worsening cough 
a fever of at least 38°C 
shortness of breath 
sore throat 
sneezing and runny nose  
temporary loss of smell 
muscle aches. 
Healthline may recommend getting a COVID-19 test. Testing is always free in 
New Zealand for everyone. By getting a test, you’re helping keep everyone safe.  

 

35. Are there still COVID-19 
rules people need to 
follow in NZ or Australia? 

Please refer to Covid19.govt.nz  

36. Will travellers from 
Australia have access to 
the NZ Tracer App? 

The NZ COVID Tracer App will be available for download to travellers from 
Australia. Scan QR codes everywhere you go and turn on Bluetooth. The more we 
scan, the safer we’ll be. 

The NZ COVID Tracer app helps you keep track of where you’ve been. Using the 
app helps speed up contact tracing when a case of COVID-19 is detected and 
helps us stop the virus from spreading. 

http://www.health.gov.au/
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
http://www.safetravel.govt.nz/
tel:08003585453
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
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Travellers will be strongly encouraged to download and use the App or to 
maintain a diary of their visits while in New Zealand.  

Scan QR codes at businesses, services and events with NZ COVID Tracer to create 
a private digital diary of the places you visit. You can add a manual entry to your 
digital diary if you cannot scan a QR code.  

Bluetooth allows you to receive an alert if you have been near another app user 
who tests positive for COVID-19. It is safe, private and anonymous. 

Bluetooth is not intended to replace scanning QR codes. You still need to scan QR 
codes to keep track of where you’ve been.  

If travellers cannot use the app, use whatever method works for you, like the NZ 
COVID Tracer booklet or your own paper notebook. The booklet will be available 
at the airport in a range of languages.  

Travellers from Australia are urged to keep track on: 

 Where you went. 

 When you went there. 

 Who you met. 

37. Is there contact tracing in 
Australia? How does it 
work? Can NZers access 
it? 

New Zealanders are encouraged to follow all local guidelines in Australia, 
including in contact tracing and face coverings. Download the relevant state 
government app through Google Play or the App Store. i.e. Check In QLD, Service 
NSW. 

New Zealand travellers to Australia are urged to keep track on: 

 Where you went. 

 When you went there. 

 Who you met. 

What if there’s a resurgence? 

38. How will I know there’s a 
problem? 

 

In New Zealand, you should monitor local news sources and Covid19.govt.nz 

You will likely be contacted by your airline or travel agency during COVID-19 
disruption. 

If you are registered on www.safetravel.govt.nz, you will receive email 
notification if there are significant changes to travel conditions. 

In Australia, monitor the Australian Government Department of Health website 
for any changes to the COVID-19 situation there. Visit www.health.gov.au  

39. What if there is a 
resurgence in Australia, 
will quarantine-free 
travel be suspended? 

 What happens if it’s just 
in one state? 

The New Zealand Government has a plan for how it will manage QFT 
arrangements in the event of COVID-19 outbreak in Australia. The response will 
depend on the situation and level of risk that it presents.  

Travellers need to be prepared for the conditions of travel changing, and possibly 
for a longer stay. New Zealand travellers in Australia during a COVID -19 outbreak 
may be asked to: observe local health instructions, and/or 

 isolate where they are/shelter in place for an extended period, and/or 

http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
http://www.safetravel.govt.nz/
http://www.health.gov.au/
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 What happens to New 
Zealanders already 
there? 

 get a test before returning to NZ, and/or 

 get a test in NZ, and/or 

 self-isolate on returning to NZ, and/or 

 go to a managed isolation facility on return to NZ. 

Please refer to www.covid19.govt.nz  

Temporary visa holders from New Zealand should ensure they have enough time 
on their visa to cover an extended period of stay in Australia if required. If QFT is 
suspended and border restrictions are re-applied, the individual must have the 
right to enter New Zealand and hold a valid visa – this may include seeking a 
Border Exception to return to New Zealand. 

40. If I was already on a flight 
and there was a change 
to the QFT that meant I 
needed to go into 
managed isolation in 
New Zealand when I 
landed, would I have to 
pay for this stay? 

If QFT is paused or suspended while you’re in mid-flight, and you’re required to 

go into MIQ on arrival, then MIQ will find you a place and you won’t be liable for 

any fees. 

 

41. What if there is a 
resurgence in NZ, will 
QFT be suspended? 

 What happens to 
travellers from Australia 
already here? 

New Zealand has a 4-level COVID-19 Alert System. Each Alert Level tells us what 
measures we need to take. Travellers from Australia who are in New Zealand 
must comply with the measures of whatever Alert Level is in force at the location 
they are in.  

42. What help will the NZ 
Government give me if 
something happens to 
QFT while I’m in 
Australia?  

It will be travellers’ responsibility to manage any COVID-19 related travel 
disruption and to meet any associated financial costs.  

Information about consular support available to New Zealanders overseas is at 
www.safetravel.govt.nz   

43. If the QFT is suspended 
while I’m away, will I 
have to go into MIQ on 
return? 

The Government’s response will depend on the exact situation that emerges. 

Please refer to Covid19.govt.nz  

 

44. If I do have to go into 
MIQ, will I have to pay? 

If there is a resurgence of COVID-19 and returnees are required to go into MIQ in 

New Zealand, they will be required to pay for their stay in managed isolation. 

Applications to waive charges for managed isolation will be considered on a case-

by-case basis. Waivers may be available in cases of undue financial hardship and 

other special circumstances.   

Travellers who need to travel to New Zealand urgently can submit an emergency 
allocation request, although there are strict criteria to meet. 

45. If QFT is suspended while 
I’m away, will I be able to 

The response will depend on the situation and level of risk that it presents.  

http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
http://www.safetravel.govt.nz/
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
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self-isolate at home on 
my return? 

Travellers need to be prepared for the conditions of travel changing, and possibly 
for a longer stay.  New Zealand travellers in Australia during a COVID -19 should 
follow local health instructions. 

When travel resumes and they are able to travel back to New Zealand, travellers 
may be asked to: 

 Monitor their symptoms 

 get a test before they depart 

 self-isolate on returning to NZ, and/or 

 go to a managed isolation facility on return to NZ. 

Please refer to Covid19.govt.nz 

46. What happens at each of 
the 3 stages – continue, 
pause, and suspend. 
What do they mean for 
travellers? 

The response will depend on the situation and level of risk that it presents.  

Travellers need to be prepared for the conditions of travel changing, and possibly 
for a longer stay.  New Zealand travellers in Australia during a COVID -19 
outbreak may be asked to: 

 observe local health instructions, and/or 

 isolate where they are/shelter in place for an extended period, and/or 

 get a test before returning to NZ, and/or 

 get a test in NZ, and/or 

 self-isolate on returning to NZ, and/or 

 go to a managed isolation facility on return to NZ 

Please refer to Covid19.govt.nz 

Miscellaneous 

47. Does the 
commencement of QFT 
with Australia have any 
impacts on the MIQ 
system? 

 Should I book at space in 
MIQ just in case? 

Some existing vouchers may be cancelled as the result of the establishment of 

QFT with Australia. 

Travellers who are not eligible for QFT (who arrive on what are known as ‘Red 

Flights’) will have to go into managed isolation for 14 days on arrival in New 

Zealand and will need a voucher for their stay. 

While a QFT arrangement is operating, travellers on ‘Green Flights’ to New 
Zealand will be unable to make a booking or have a voucher issued for managed 
isolation. ‘Green flights’ will be excluded from the Managed Isolation Allocation 
System. 

 

48. If my flight is now 
considered a ‘Green 
Flight’, should I cancel 
my MIQ booking? 

 

While a QFT arrangement is operating, travellers will be unable to make a 

booking or have a voucher issued for their ‘Green’ return flight to New Zealand. 

‘Green Flights’ will be excluded from the Managed Isolation Allocation System.  

If you have a voucher in managed isolation and quarantine facility and are now 

travelling on a Green flight to New Zealand because you are eligible for QFT, 

please cancel your voucher.  If you are not sure, please contact your airline. 

http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
http://www.covid19.govt.nz/
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49. Can people from third 
countries use QFT to get 
into New Zealand via 
Australia, or vice versa? 

Travellers from outside a QFT Zone can travel quarantine-free once they have 
met the managed isolation and quarantine requirements in the QFT country they 
first arrive in.  

50. How will ‘transit’ 
passengers be treated 
under the new 
arrangement? 

Normal transit rules and criteria will apply once a QFT arrangement is operating, 
regardless of whether Australia is the final destination, or you continue your 
journey to another country. 

You must apply for a transit visa or transit NZeTA before travelling. You must 
connect to your outgoing flight within 24 hours of arriving in New Zealand and 
remain in the transit and departure areas of the airport. 

51. Can New Zealanders 
wanting to return to NZ 
from a third country (e.g. 
UK) but who are waiting 
on an MIQ spot, go to 
Australia instead, isolate 
there and then use the 
QTFZ to come back to 
NZ? 

 Will the NZ government 
pay for their isolation in 
Australia, as it would 
have done if they’d been 
in NZ? 

If New Zealanders from outside the QFT arrangement choose to travel to New 
Zealand via Australia, they will need to meet Australia’s entry and managed 
isolation and quarantine requirements. 

If travellers have undertaken quarantine in Australia, eligible travellers will be 
able to use the QFT arrangement to travel to New Zealand. 

There are currently no provisions in place for the New Zealand Government to 
pay the costs of managed isolation or quarantine in Australia.  

52. Is New Zealand looking at 
easing quarantine 
requirements for other 
countries?  

Not at this time. 

New Zealand will consider QFT on a case-by-case basis. 

53. Does the quarantine-free 
travel arrangement 
include boaties, i.e. can 
people from Australia 
travel by sea-craft as well 
as aircraft? 

No. The maritime border will remain closed until the Australian and New Zealand 
governments state otherwise. Commercial maritime vessels will continue to be 
exempt from the border closure and carry on operating. 

54. Does the quarantine-free 
travel arrangement 
include private aircraft? 

No.  Quarantine Free Travel is only permitted on commercial scheduled and non-
scheduled flights by QFT carriers.  Operators who meet the QFT requirements 
can seek to be added to the list of QFT carriers. 

55. With around 40% of MIQ 
capacity freed up 
through the 
commencement of QFT, 
how will the heightened 
risk of COVID-19 with 
more travellers entering 

The NZ Government will retain roughly 500 MIQ spaces as contingency should 
they be needed in case COVID-19 appears in Australia. 

A small number of MIQ facilities considered suitable only for travellers from low-
risk countries may also be decommissioned. In the meantime, these could be 
used for travellers from other low-risk countries such as some Pacific islands.  
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NZ from higher-risk 
countries be managed? 

This means the number of vacant quarantine spaces for travellers from higher-
risk countries is not expected to increase greatly. In any case our border settings 
have not changed – strict pre-departure and day 0/1 testing and 14-day MIQ 
requirements remain in place for travellers from all countries not subject to 
QFT.   

 

56. Do passengers arriving 
from Australia prior to 
the commencement of 
QFT bubble still have to 
go into Managed 
Isolation, and stay for the 
whole two weeks?  

Yes 

 

 
 
 
 


